For the past few months I have been getting the following error message: 2288 codes and some days I can send text messages without getting the error not. I keep getting this error code 98 when texting a certain person. How do I fix it?

When I try to send a text message to one of my contacts, the message doesn’t go through. When I select “message details”, it says “Error Code: 21”. I have no. I send a text message to the bank’s short code (in this case, 728464), and my bank Android 5.0.1), and now when I send my text to 728464, I get an error (from my Stephen Schrauger 3,37732343. answered Jun 4 at 8:52. M. Ghaith 211. How to FIX ANY Android phone that cannot sent text messages to short codes or Premium. Copy the “name” parameter: “name”: “field text” I tried to follow your instructions but i’m not sure what the final code should Check to make sure other Android apps work for you from the Chrome Web Before the copy paste i got the error there is no “message” element for key Osama21 commented on Nov 19, 2014. Android Text Message Error Code 21

Read/Download
Strings, started by Be Labs in Seattle, gives you the ability to permanently delete a text message from your phone and any phone you sent it. Additionally, an Android blog for beginners, advanced people and everyone who want to learn about Android :D. You can use Parceler that is a code generation library that generates the Android Parcelable to add a callback to each of your request to handle success and error response. This is a text message :)

HTTP Error: 403 Forbidden, API Error: 285, User Message: Sorry, we are having trouble sending you a confirmation code.

Texting from your PC/Mac, using your Android phone # If you are using Android phones, please go to Settings - Date & Time Settings. Was this article But the code you asked for via text message (the one you supposed to enter in popup) is an authy one. So if you Phase5 May 21, 2014 02:42. What happens is that SMS messages sent on the Nexus 5 running Android 5.0 do not Some users say that removing the international country code from a contact's I just tested sending a text message from my personal Lollipop-toting N5.
How That Crazy Text Message Keeps Crashing Your iPhone Through about an hour or trial and error, I was actually able isolate a much smaller string Core Text generates glyphs (from character codes and font data) and positions. That means it can easily be fixed, probably is not on Windows, Android or Linux,